During maskless ion etching of amorphous glass, self-organization can arise in certain etch parameter ranges, which leads to dense-lying dots/cones with typical diameters and heights in the 30-300 nm range. Another phenomenon, which results in cone sizes around 1 μm or more, is self-masking especially in the case of heterogeneous glasses like borosilicate glass as used in this contribution. Thus, a wide range of characteristic sizes and shapes of individual scatterers on the glass surface, jointly acting as a defined roughness, can be achieved resulting in specific optical scattering characteristics. This contribution gives results on borosilicate thin-glass dry etching. Certain surface morphologies are reported together with experimental results on their optical scattering characteristics.
INTRODUCTION
Optics and laser physics are enabling technologies for the 21st century. Light sources and optical elements have to be tailored very specifically depending on application. Glasses have become important materials for functional substrates of devices and modules. Transmission, reflection, scattering loss, and spatial scattering distribution or an inherent antireflection function of the front facet a la moth's eye effect [1] have to be controlled and tailored. Thus, more and more optical substrates do not just have to provide for mechanical stability of the devices, but should incorporate optical functions-including certain scattering characteristics. For example, in organic light emitting diode (OLED) technology, care has to be taken such that as much of the electroluminescence as possible is not guided sideways out of the OLED by total internal reflection, but rather leaves the device perpendicularly to the emitting layer sequence (see, e.g., [2, 3] ). Or substrates for thin film solar cells could redirect the light power portion, not absorbed during the first passage through the active layers, back into that layer sequence to give higher efficiency. The possible applications for certain scattering characteristics are manifold.
One approach to achieve rough optical surfaces on purpose is pulsed-laser ablation and even pulsed-laser assisted growth [4] [5] [6] . On the other hand, as scanning techniques, these approaches cannot easily be upscaled to large substrates. A maskless nonscanning procedure is favorable.
Far back between 1956 and 1962, Navez et al. [7] ionbeam-bombarded glass surfaces and observed some unexpected surface morphologies: wave-like structures for flat ion beam incidence and dots/cones for nearly perpendicular incidence. Typical wave periods and characteristic dot sizes were in the range of some 10 nm to some 100 nm. As described in a review article by Valbusa et al. [8] , subsequently, many groups picked up these investigations-not only with (reactive) ion-beam machines, but also with (reactive) ion etching (RIE). Those investigations were usually not performed with amorphous glass, but rather for semiconductors or even metals [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . The phenomenon observed and described in all of these publications is self-organization due to two compensating effects, which together stabilize the surface profile: first a tendency of surface structure shrinkage due to a preferred etch erosion at oblique flanks and secondly diffusion of the eroded particles into the etched depressions 2 Advances in OptoElectronics and adsorption. Theoretical description is based on the socalled damped Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation for the rate of the height profile change [19, [24] [25] [26] . The etch-based dots lie close to each other in the surface plane. Dot shapes (cones, pyramids, . . .) depend on dry-etch parameters, like ion energy or ion-beam divergence.
Another important phenomenon at least in glass etching is self-masking [27] . Especially for heterogeneous glasses like the inexpensive borosilicate glass, certain components can give new nonvolatile compounds during wet or dry etching, which function as a randomly distributed ensemble of usually undesired tiny etch masks and locally prohibit further etching. These effects give a roughness on the scale of 1 μm to many microns. In an early paper by Affatigato et al. [28] , the influence of an initial surface roughness on wet etch rates was investigated, while using optical scattering behavior to characterize the roughness. In our current contribution, however, the scattering characteristics themselves and their dependence on the shape of the single scatterers are in the focus of the interest.
Light scattering at rough microstructured or nanostructured surfaces or by volume scattering centers arranged three-dimensionally within a transparent host material (glass, plastic, etc.) is a classical topic in optics [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] , but still a field of very active current research. Moreover, modern nano-structuring technologies led to a renaissance of this topic and surface roughness can be employed for new optical functions.
A problem is the lack of sufficiently realistic physical models predicting the scattered light distribution from a given specific surface profile or scattering center arrangement. Moreover, there are only very few attempts to tackle the corresponding inverse problem, that is, designing the surface structure from a desired angular light distribution. Thus thorough investigations have to be performed.
HARVEY MODEL
The Harvey model [29, 30] has been developed to describe the optical scattering characteristics, for example, of polished glass surfaces in terms of macroscopic quantities, that is, the specular transmission, diffuse transmission, specular reflection, and diffuse reflection.
In the model, the scattering spot on the surface, on one hand, is regarded as an illuminated surface, which experiences an irradiance E due to the laser light source. On the other hand, this very scattering spot can be seen as a secondary light source, from which a radiation density (radiance) L originates. Thus, the scattering angle (θ, φ)-and specular angle (θ 0 , φ 0 )-dependent function BSDF (bidirectional scattering distribution function; dimension 1 sr −1 ; θ is the polar angle while φ is the azimuth) emerges [29, 30, 35] , which is to be distinguished between the reflection (BRDF) and the transmission (BTDF) case; see also Figure 1 :
Figure 1: 1-dimensional sketch of scattering situation for definition of certain quantities according to [35] .
with the areas A spot and A det of the scattering spot and of the detector, respectively, P laser as laser light power and P det as the light power caught by the detector, r as the distance between the areas A spot and A det . With both BSDF functions, that is, BRDF and BTDF, there are two more functions, that is, the so-called TIS for total integrated scatteringagain distinguished between reflection (TIS R ) and transmission (TIS T )-which stand for the ratio of the total scattered light power and the input light power (in the backward or forward direction, respectively), here, exemplarily written for reflection:
With R, T, P abs , and P all as reflected, transmitted, absorbed, and total overall power, respectively, the following equations result with R d , R s , T d , T s as powers in diffuse reflection, specular reflection, diffuse transmission, and specular transmission:
)
In our case, T and R are corrected/normalized such that the usual Fresnel reflections at both plane and smooth surfaces of a glass substrate under normal incidence vanish (R = 0, T = 1).
In most optical scattering experiments, the doublelogarithmic dependence of BSDF on sin θ with θ as polar angle is very similar, the typical trace is shown as a dashed line qualitatively in Figure 2 . The trace can be characterized with certain parameters, for reflection or transmission: s as slope of the straight line acting as an asymptotic line for large angles, b 0 as value of the saturation for small scattering angles (second asymptotic line), l as sin θ value for the bending point of the trace, that is, the intersection of both asymptotic lines, and sometimes also b as BSDF value for a distinct sin θ value, for example, for 0.01. Typical qualitative log(BSDF) curve in dependence on log(sin θ) for most scattering surfaces, described with the quantities of the Harvey model according to [35] .
DRY-ETCHING RESULTS
For most applications, it is favorable to achieve very smooth surfaces during wet or dry glass etching (see, e.g., [27, [36] [37] [38] [39] for fused silica). But a paradigm change is taking place, since rough optical surfaces can act as quasilayers with new optical functions. This contribution focuses on dry etching of borosilicate glass. For certain parameter sets, rough surfaces come upwith dense cone structures and characteristic feature sizes in the range 30-1000 nm, indicating a mixture of both the selforganization as well as the self-masking effect. Dry-etching series with varying process parameters (etch gas composition, etch gas pressure, microwave power in the ion etching machine, substrate holder cooling, etc.) were carried through with D263T borosilicate thin-glass by Schott [40] with a thickness of 110 μm. A RIE plasma etching machine of type MicroSys by Roth & Rau, Wuestenbrand, Germany, with electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma generation was available. Figure 3 shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images and angular scattering power distributions in transmission (colored insets) of several dry-etched borosilicate glass surfaces for some of the applied RIE-etch parameter sets using CF 4 /Ar plasmas. These samples were measured and evaluated according to the Harvey model [29, 30, 35] with respect to the following quantities: specular reflection, diffuse reflection, specular transmission, diffuse transmission, and others for monochromatic surface-normal collimated laser beam illumination with a spot diameter of several millimeters onto the smooth surface at 633 nm vacuum wavelength (or 635 nm in other cases).
OPTICAL SCATTERING EXPERIMENTS
The overall surface roughness was characterized by light scattering experiments in transmission and in reflection: total transmitted and reflected optical power (using an optical integrating sphere), angular transmission and reflection scattering distribution functions (with a goniometer), and broadening of the specular peaks (far-field set-up). Figure 4 gives experimental results of the goniometric characterization. For all samples, a collimated laser light beam at 635 nm vacuum wavelength has been launched into the sample substrates from the nonstructured, smooth surface side. The far-field measurements reveal that there is very little broadening of the specular peak, which makes the diffusely transmitted portion of the light power (T d ) easily evaluated. Table 1 summarizes results of the scattering experiments in terms of the Harvey model parameters. All samples show the typical log(BSDF) = f (log(sin θ)) traces as predicted by Figure 2 , except for sample T8, which reveals an additional small dip in the BTDF curve, corresponding to a darker ring around the central specular peak (compare with the 4th inset of Figure 3 ). For a glass plate with two smooth surfaces (front and back), the loss due to Fresnel reflections is about 8% for surface-normal incidence. But the T and R values of Table 1 are corrected/normalized such that the usual Fresnel reflections vanish (R = 0, T = 1).
All measurement and evaluation results can be explained by a mixture of diffraction at structures with sizes close to the wavelength and scattering at even smaller features. Sample T6 shows the lowest percentage in total transmitted power (84% instead of 100% (normalized)) and the highest diffuse portion of light power in transmission (99% of the transmitted 84%). This last result is attributed to scattering at the multiterrace-like features on the larger single scatterers.
Sample T7 has the largest transmitted power portion of all samples (89%). The sharp cones of sample T7 seem to act as individual tapers redirecting the light into the forward direction. Of course, the transmission is only 89% instead of 100% (normalized) for a glass slide with two smooth sides. But due to the roughness of one surface of sample T7, undesired waveguiding sideways are strongly reduced and (quasi) specular transmission is high (4.4%). These features should make sample T7 useful as outcoupling enhancing substrate for OLED applications. This has been demonstrated in a first experiment: sample T7 has been stuck on top of a yellowemitting OLED using a standard index matching oil (cedar wood oil) (see inset of Figure 5 for a sketch of the exact layer sequence, which includes a reflecting Al layer at the bottom side, that is, next to the OLED emitter layers; the inset omits the transparent contact layers). The angle-dependent light outcoupling efficiency, that is, the ratio of the radiance with and without T7 (all other features the same, including the Al reflecting layer) is shown in Figure 5 . It is possible to increase the radiance by 20%. Further improvement should be possible, of course, by using a T7-like etched glass sample as the only substrate and growth of the OLED layers onto the smooth (or even onto the other, i.e., rough) side.
Sample T8 shows single scatterers with vulcano-like surface structures with central dome. They can be viewed as diffracting phase objects. The Fourier transform of such objects looks itself similar to these objects; thus, the measured darker ring around the central maximum in the scattering distribution in transmission can be explained.
NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS
Due to the fact that its scattering characteristics are especially interesting for applications, the behavior of sample T7 is exemplarily modeled in some detail numerically. Table 1 are corrected/normalized such that the usual Fresnel reflections at a glass plate with two plane and smooth surfaces under normal incidence vanish (R = 0, T = 1). Scattering characteristics in transmission and reflection of the samples with rough surfaces can be attributed to diffraction at larger single scatterers and at arrangements of many scatterers as well as scattering at even finer features. Additionally, the interference of the diffracted and/or scattered light has to be considered. To account for all these effects in numerical calculations is nearly impossible even today, especially for non-well-shaped single scatterers and large scattering areas. Thus, we modeled only one, but very important aspect of the situation, that is, the shape of a single scatterer, that is, for sample T7, a cone. The calculation of the single scatterer's shape influence can explain how the scatterer contributes to the rerouting of portions of the light power between transmission and reflection as well as between specular and diffuse portions. figure) is assumed. The absolute value of the electric field amplitude of the electromagnetic wave is given and coded both as colors and brightness (bright yellow = high value; dark blue = low value). We used the software JCMharmony. 2D with a cylindersymmetrical extension by JCMwave GmbH, Putzbrunn, Germany. It relies on the rigorous solution of Maxwell's equations, using a finite element method (FEM). Especially by employing nonstructured, adaptive finite element meshes, and FEM elements of high orders, these programs show clear advantages in convergence, precision, and calculation speed, when compared to other software solutions [41] [42] [43] [44] . In case of cylinder-symmetrical formulations, the use of an appropriate extension of a 2D solver in fact gives full 3D output, but strong reduction of numerical effort.
For sample T7, Figure 6 shows the influence of a single scatterer. The absolute value of the steady state electric field amplitude of the electromagnetic wave is coded both as colors and brightness (bright yellow = high value; dark blue = low value). A monochromatic plane wave at 633 nm wavelength with surface-normal incidence onto the smooth side and from the bottom is assumed for the calculations, corresponding to the experimental situation in connection with the insets of Figure 3 . The cone has a geometrical full width at half maximum of 0.8 μm and is 1.5 μm tall. The numerical result reveals how the field amplitude is concentrated in the cone's tip, from where radiation occurs. The calculation has been stationary based on the time harmonic solution of Maxwell's equations.
Thus, the cone structure strongly influences the scattering behavior of sample T7. Each cone can be regarded as a rotationally symmetrical taper, redirecting the light forward. Of course-as illustrated by Figure 3 -in reality there is a variety of cone heights, angles, and separations. This distribution or inhomogeneity of cone parameters itself acts as a statistical roughness, increasing the diffuse transmission in comparison to the specular transmission. Future simulations incorporating a couple of scatterers with different parameters have to be performed to investigate this aspect further.
To compare the influence of the cones to other simple scatterers' shapes, we recalculated the situation for a hemispherical single scatterer of the same volume as in the case of the cone in Figure 6 , that is, hemisphere radius = 1/2 height of cone. (To some extent this situation comes close to sample T6.) The corresponding numerical result is given in Figure 7 .
Again, the scatterer concentrates the field at its very top, from where radiation occurs. As the data in Table 1 , for the comparison of samples T6-T8, indicate, this field concentration is the strongest for the cone-shaped scatterer acting as a taper. So the overall transmission is the strongest for sample T7 (89%) and the relative specular transmission (4.4%) is much stronger for sample T7 than for T6 (0.8%).
The situation with hemispherical scatterers partially also resembles efforts to improve OLED outcoupling efficiency by micro lens arrays on top of the OLED structure at the outcoupling side (see, e.g., [45] ). But those micro lenses rather have typical sizes in the many microns or even millimeter range.
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
A self-organization phenomenon and a self-masking effect occurring during maskless dry etching of borosilicate thin glass (and probably many other glasses) can result in rough surfaces with defined roughness over a wide size range from several 10 nm to several microns. Depending on the shape of the single scatterers (and other features), samples show specific optical scattering characteristics, which might be used for certain applications like improvement of OLED or thin-film solar cell efficiency. Further investigations have to be performed to extend shape variety and thus scattering features. The roughness range can even be extended by starting with a substrate, which has been prestructured by a wetchemical etch through a hard etch-mask with statistically arranged via holes, as can be seen in Figure 8 , in this case with a fused silica sample (similar to early results by Affatigato et al. [28] ) achieved without an etch-mask starting with a roughened surface. The image is a false-color image of a surface profiler. Moreover, two line scans are given (see related lines in colored image), which indicate the color coding and which reveal that the isotropic etch shape is not smoothed out during the etch. In the future this prestructuring of the substrate has to be incorporated into the investigations.
